Nat Geo Weekend @NGWeekend

@launchorg Very similar type of innovation! Hopefully we see these start to pop up around the world in more places! Thanks for sharing.

Nat Geo Weekend @NGWeekend

Few finish the @Irontrail and even fewer women. @readrebecca conquered the 125 mile #ultramarathon for @mammut bit.ly/1alqZYc

National Geographic @NatGeoMag

"I'm so hungry I could eat a whole Zebra." - Simba, The Lion King. You can have this scene as your comp background: on.natgeo.com/18MkYFG

Andrew Evans @WheresAndrew

Herd of mares (Percheron & Quarterhorse) rushes up to my horse Chico, who is only interested in eating grass. pic.twitter.com/Js8re6NCKS